
FALL PROTECTION  
INSPECTION CRITERIA

Examine webbing for 
excessive fraying, cuts 
or burns

Examine stitching for loose 
or torn threads

Examine buckles & D-rings for 
wear and corrosion

Examine grommets for looseness 
and deformities

Examine webbing for excessive 
fraying, cuts or burns.

BODY HARNESS

LANYARDS & 
LIFELINES

ANCHOR POINTS

Examine shock packs for signs 
of elongation.

Examine snap hooks for proper 
action.

Examine lifelines for frays, cuts, 
and tight braid.

Examine roof brackets for hinge
operation and integrity.

Examine beam trollies for smoothly 
moving parts, distortion or corrosion.

Examine SafeClaw Anchor for 
operation and broken components.

Examine cross-arm straps for 
excessive fraying, cuts and burns. 
Examine rings for deformation or 
corrosion.

Examine rope grabs for 
cam wear, pin wear, 
distortion or corrosion.

ROPE GRABS

     in 2007, there were over 3500 construction site falls and 442 deaths.
    Each year, 100,000 injuries  and deaths are attributed to workplace falls.
    it takes .61 seconds to fall 6 feet, and you will hit the ground 
    or the next level at 13.3 mph.
    Osha rEgulatiONs:   height at which fall protection is required
 Construction - 6’  (standard 1925.50) -         scaffolding 10’
 steel Erection - 15’ (std 1926.750)
     regulation can be meet with:
                  a. Fall arrest system           B. 42” guard rail                   C. safety Net                 
              
 

    Each component of the system must support 5,000 lbs.

    With a personal fall arrest system, the fall must be limited to 6’.

    Only double locking snap hooks are permitted

    shock absorbing lanyards which can stretch 3.5’ to slow a fall.

    Maximum permitted load on fall victim is 1,800 lbs. 1,800 lbs will hurt !  a properly used shock-       
   absorbing lanyard will lower the impact to under 1,000 lbs. a retractable lifeline will lower impact            
   even more.

FALL PROTECTION BASICS

a. anchor point - secure 
point of attachment that 
supports the entire weight 
of the system

B. harness- personal 
protection worn by 
workers performing 
the job. (Fall arrest, 
positioning, suspen-
sion, & retrieval)

C. Connecting Device - 
attaches a harness to an 
anchor point. (lanyards, rope 
grabs and retractables)

 a-B-C rule

hmmm... What are 
the laws and when 
do i have to use fall   
  protection ?

    FOur tYpEs OF    
    Fall prOtECtiON

 Fall arrest    positioning

   retrieval    suspension




